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Welcome to the February edition of the LRG Newsletter!

After seeing off the year with another well-attended 
AGM in December, the LRG Committee has been hard at 
work defining the programme for the year ahead. Events 
including our yearly Meet the Client forum will be making a 
welcome return in 2018, joined by our new skills-focussed 
events such as this month's workshop on public service 
interpreting. As always, keep your eyes peeled for new 
events and announcements in the LRG Newsletter, on the 
Yahoo Group, and on the website (www.iti-lrg.org.uk).

In this edition, we'll be looking back at two of the  
hands-on workshops that rounded off 2017.  On pages  
4 and 5, Carolina Casado Parras offers a lively and 
highly informative description of the translation software 
tool IntelliWebSearch, with which she got to grips in 

November's LRG workshop. In our next feature article, 
appearing on pages 6 and 7, Stephen Powley's excellent 
session on specialisation and the importance of becoming 
an expert linguist is thoughtfully discussed by Fiona Gray.

Rounding off this edition's content is Claire Selden's take 
on the LRG AGM and subsequent Christmas feast. This 
insightful piece can be found on pages 8 and 9.

Elsewhere in the issue, Vasiliki Prestidge joins us for this 
month's LRG Member interview (on page 10) and our 
'Around the Web' column returns on page 11. 

Without any further ado, please enjoy the content on offer 
in this February edition of the LRG Newsletter!

Nicholas Nicou, Editor

From the Editor
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Committee News

LRG Yahoo Group and Newsletter preferences

The LRG Membership Application Form has two questions: 
do you want to join the LRG e-Group, in which case you are 
sent an email invitation by Rebecca Hendry, the Membership 
Secretary; and would you like to receive the LRG Newsletter 
electronically (as a PDF) or by post.

If you wish to change your LRG Newsletter option from 
electronic PDF to posted copy, or vice versa, please advise 
Rebecca accordingly.

Sometimes, documents sent via the e-Group do go astray; 
if you believe you have not received any official LRG 
documents, such as the AGM papers, then please do get in 
touch with Rebecca so that they can be sent to you.

Please note also that your membership of the LRG Yahoo 
Group is linked to your email address; if you change your 
email address, please remember to advise Rebecca so  
that she can re-admit you to the Yahoo Group with your new 
email address.

LRG Committee

LRG Group 2018 subscription reminder

LRG membership subscriptions of £10 for 2018 were due on 
1 January 2018. Please pay UNLESS you have already set up 
a standing order or have already paid for 2018. The last date 
for renewing your subscription is 30 March 2018.

If you have paid by bank transfer in the past, you should 
have the LRG bank details saved in your account. Please 
contact me directly to request the payment details if you 
need them. Please also consider setting up a standing order 
for automatic payment on 1 January each year. It is very 
helpful for us to receive the subscriptions automatically and 
this minimises effort for you, too! 

If you joined LRG after September 2017, please check 
your membership subscription receipt, which will tell you 
whether your subscription is valid for 2018.

If you need any help with this, please contact me directly at 
rebecca@rebeccahendry.co.uk. Thanks to those who have 
paid already, and best wishes to all.

Rebecca Hendry, LRG Membership Secretary

http://www.iti-lrg.org.uk
mailto:rebecca%40rebeccahendry.co.uk?subject=


Spotlight on PSI plus the dos and don'ts 
of Public Service Interpreting
Wednesday, 21 February 2018, 18:30 for 19:00

• Venue: University of Westminster, Regent Street, London 
W1B 2HW – Room UB04

• Travel: Oxford Circus and buses along Oxford Street
• Cost: Free for LRG members; £5 for non-members (UoW 

students book with Lindsay Bywood)

Stephen Bishop, Executive Director of the NRPSI (National 
Register for Public Service Interpreters) will talk about the 
work of the NRPSI and the support offered by the Register 
for public service interpreters.

Katrina Mayfield, Conference and Public Service 
Interpreter and Consultant, will discuss some of the dos 
and don’ts of public service interpreting, based on her 
experience with the Cambridgeshire Constabulary Video 
Project.

There will also be a brief resumé of last year’s APPG 
meeting on the MoJ contract and some discussion of the 
NUPIT (National Union of Public Service Interpreters and 
Translators) 2017 survey.

Refreshments will be provided.

This event qualifies for 3 hours of CPD. To book, visit: 
bit.ly/2CcdAri

Meet the Client
Thursday, 22 March 2018, 18:00 for 18:30

• Venue: University of Westminster, 115 New Cavendish 
Street, London, W1W 6UW

• Travel: Great Portland Street, Goodge Street,  
Oxford Circus, Tottenham Court Road, Warren  
Street stations

• Cost: £10 LRG members; £15 non-LRG members; £5 
non-UoW students; Free for UoW students (please book 
with Lindsay Bywood)

 
Representatives from Surrey Translation Bureau, John Venn, 
Dora Wirth, OneCall, and EuroLondon Appointments will 
share advice on how best to approach work providers, 
how to present a CV, and which languages and subject 
specialisations are most in demand. 

The popular carousel sessions give ample opportunity 
for informal discussion and networking; established 
professionals will talk about first steps, how they 
established themselves, how they set about gaining clients, 
and how to specialise and explore new markets.

This event is suitable for both new entrants to the 
profession and established professionals, both translators 
and interpreters.

This event qualifies for 3 hours of CPD. To book, visit: 
bit.ly/2soO820

Committee News (Continued)Forthcoming LRG events
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Committee News (Continued)LRG CPD grant – 2018

The LRG can offer a grant for members who are planning to 
attend the ITI Biennial Conference; planning to participate 
in one of ITI’s online CPD courses ('Starting Up as a 
Freelance Translator' (SUFT) or 'Advancing your freelance 
translation career'); or looking to attend other conferences, 
workshops, or CPD events that will help them improve their 
knowledge and understanding of their specialist area of 
translation or interpreting or improve their linguistic skills.

There is one grant of £100 for the ITI or other Conference, 
and one of £100 for SUFT or another workshop or course.

The next ITI Conference takes place in 2019; the next SUFT 
course will be running in September-November 2018.

LRG members who are awarded a grant will be asked to 
share their experience and knowledge gained with fellow 
LRG members by making a short presentation at an LRG 
meeting or by writing a short piece for the LRG Newsletter.

To apply for the grant, please state your preference 
(presentation or write-up); provide a brief description of 
your current professional situation and career plans; and 
explain how you would expect to benefit from attending 
the event, how the CPD would enhance your CV, and how 
it would help you to learn more about the business and 
practice of translation or interpreting and/or acquire new 
knowledge and skills.

The LRG Newsletter Editor can provide guidelines  
on length of copy, deadline, and samples of previous 
reports. Talks are normally given at a pub in Central 
London.

We will try to ensure successful applicants are notified  
in sufficient time to apply for Early Bird prices.

In the first instance, please contact our Treasurer, Oliver 
Walter: translator@owalter.co.uk.

http://bit.ly/2CcdAri
http://bit.ly/2soO820
mailto:translator%40owalter.co.uk?subject=


The LRG Yahoo Group

The LRG offers a regular programme of CPD and 
social and networking events for its members. We 
also welcome non-members to these events.

For updates on all upcoming events, please always 
check the following social media:

Website: http://www.iti-lrg.org.uk 

E-group: uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/iti-lrg/

Twitter: @ITILRG

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/ITI-London-Regional-
Group-420785661324621/ 

To subscribe to the LRG e-group, please send an 
email to: iti-lrg-subscribe@yahoogroups.co.uk

Welcome to our new  
LRG members!

Nema Alaraby
Ana Cachapa

Carolina Casado Parras
Sheila Horvat

Richard Lackey
Charlotte Laisney

David Madell
David Stockings

Lucy Wells

LRG CPD activities for members
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Peter Linton presents the latest Newsletter digest  
of recent LRG Yahoo group discussions

Since the last issue, the busiest conversation has been about 
insurance, more specifically what is called Professional 
Indemnity Insurance (PII). This is something that every 
translator and interpreter needs to think about. PII covers 
you for professional negligence, any compensation payable 
by you to your customer, plus any legal costs and expenses 
in defending the claim.

An LRG member raised this on Yahoo towards the end 
of December 2017, asking whether any fellow members 
had any recommendations about insurance companies 
specialising in this field. This brought some helpful answers 
from fellow members, worth following up if you need to 
understand what is involved, or if you simply want to get 
a better understanding of what to do. One thing is clear 
– if you are running a freelance business as a translator or 
interpreter you need to be aware of the issues. A Google 
search will find plenty of insurance companies, but ITI is the 
obvious first place to look for information on specialist PII. 
Useful information can be found on the ITI website.

Another member playing devil’s advocate raised the 
pertinent question: if you have never had to make a claim or 
do not need to make a claim, why do you need insurance? 
One answer, slightly tongue-in-cheek, is that no, you don’t 
need insurance . . . until you do. By which time it is too late. 

Or, to put it another way, you only need PII for circumstances 
where you may taken to court, found liable, and cannot 
afford the cost. Bear in mind also that if you have limited or 
no assets, there is no point in the customer suing you.

In short, the risk of being taken to court is very small,  
and varies with the type of documentation involved. A lot 
of the work done by translators and interpreters comprises 
fairly routine, standard documents that are never likely to go 
to court. On the other hand, some documents carry big risks. 
Three areas in particular do carry quite serious potential 
risks, namely medical, legal, and automotive. If you do any 
translation or interpreting in any of those areas without 
professional indemnity, you are exposed to considerable risk.

Many translators assume that their translations are checked 
soon after completion and therefore accepted. Not 
necessarily so. In fact, it has been suggested that translators 
and interpreters should continue paying insurance premiums 
for several years after the event, even past retirement 
because some errors may not be detected for years (though 
subject to the Statute of Limitations).

To sum up: many translators do not take out  
professional indemnity insurance and are never sued, 
but insurance provides peace of mind, particularly if you 
are translating medical, legal, and automotive texts. And 
customers may prefer you to have PII. Ultimately, PII has to be 
your business decision.

http://www.iti-lrg.org.uk
http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/iti-lrg/
https://twitter.com/ITILRG
https://www.facebook.com/ITI-London-Regional-Group-420785661324621/
https://www.facebook.com/ITI-London-Regional-Group-420785661324621/


Reviews of recent events

 TERMINOLOGY 
QUEST

Saturday afternoon, gloomy 
day outside, autumn taking 
up residence…time to search 
for ‘free translation events  

in London’.
Among the first few results is 

‘IntelliWebSearch: helping you 
speed up terminology searches’, 
scheduled for 15 November and 
within walking distance of my flat. 

The timing is perfect, too, 
because I have just begun to use 
AutoHotKeys and I am still in the 
wow-phase, so my most ambitious 
me thinks that, maybe, I can increase 
this wow-feeling tenfold, which 

leads me to sign up.
The event was held at UCL’s 

Centre for Translation Studies. 
The departure of our search 
journey was slightly delayed for 
some participants by the odyssey 
of finding the computer lab, but 
Michael Farrell – the developer 
of the software – made the 
wait shorter by giving us some 
welcome merchandise: pens and 
two complimentary one-year 
IntelliWebSearch (IWS) licences. 
Once our cosy group of about 
eight was there, Michael started his 
90-minute hands-on presentation.

First things first: we all 
downloaded the software onto our 
own computers. Michael guided us 
through this simple procedure and 
asked us to install the Italian and 
English packages for the sake of his 
examples. Once the friendly red ‘i’ 
icon was proudly displayed on our 
taskbars, we were ready to go.

Guiding principle
Aware that he was surrounded 
by colleagues (i.e. those creatures 
capable of feeling your pain),  
he opened by explaining why he 
developed this software, which 

On 15 November 2017, Michael Farrell led a hands-on session about his terminology tool IntelliWebSearch 
at UCL's Centre for Translation Studies. Carolina Casado Parras reports
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Reviews of recent events
immediately prompted nods  
and silent gestures of agreement 
from the audience. 

He went over the time-
consuming process of looking up 
a term step by step. Roughly, you 
open your preferred browser, type 
in a dictionary’s URL, type in the 
word, and get one result from one 
resource. If you want to compare 
it with other resources, you need 
to open a new tab and start the 
process again. It sounds as tedious 
as it is familiar, right? (This is  
when I registered peak levels of 
nodding action.) 

Exploring the destination
He then went on to describe  
the same process using IWS,  
which leaves out a few steps,  
making the search shorter and  
therefore more efficient. 

Basically, you can double-click 
on a word to highlight it and then 
activate IWS with the shortcut 
Ctrl+Alt+B, which launches the 
software. A little window pops 
up and we are presented with 
a buffet bar brimming with 
resources including monolingual 
and bilingual dictionaries, thesauri, 
encyclopaedias, and search engines.

This list is automatically installed 
with our chosen languages, but 
we can add and remove icons at 
will. This means that we can create 
customised resource groups for 
specific subjects (e.g. art, IT, finance) 
and language pairs. 

The key to IWS is shortcuts, 
which in my case means that I’ll 
need a cheat sheet glued to the 
wall in front of me for a while, 
especially now that I am juggling 
IWS and AutoHotKeys.  The day 
after the workshop, I customised 
the software to meet my most 
immediate needs and started 
practising. I created two groups 
that, in a fit of imagination and 

creativity, I named My English  
and My Spanish, so I could 
distinguish them from the ones 
automatically installed. 

I then went on a shortcut spree 
and attributed one to each of my 
preferred resources. For example, 
if I’m working on MS Word or 
Trados Studio and I want to look 
up the meaning of a Spanish word, 
I highlight it, hold down Ctrl+Alt+R, 
and I am magically redirected 
to the Royal Spanish Academy’s 
(RAE) website. A feature I love is 
that IWS isn’t limited to text; just 
like translators and interpreters, it 
feeds on images, too. So, if I want 
to see a picture of a dish on a menu 
I’m translating, I highlight its name, 
press Ctrl+Alt+I, and a colourful 
display of food appears before me 
on Google Images.

Now, a word of warning –  
and Michael told us as much – it 
doesn’t always work. There are 
websites which seem immune to 
IWS’s charms, and, much to my 
dismay, the RAE’s is one of them;  
I am redirected to the site, but I  
still need to type in the word. 
However, it is still faster than the  
non-IWS way.

A few steps further
After playing with resources and 
creating new groups, the curious 
audience started to want more; 
we wanted to make it our own, so 

Michael took us to the next  
level and showed us how to  
adjust other settings like 
punctuation (the software can 
automatically remove it to improve 
search results); how to search for 
phrases instead of just words by 
cladding the phrase in inverted 
commas; or how the software is 
convenient for interpreters –  
IWS can stay put on their screen  
at all times, which means they  
don’t have to launch it every  
time as they fly through glossaries 
and websites. 

Yet another clever feature is 
related to the browser’s open tabs. 
Just imagine you have a search 
group with 12 resources and you 
graciously perform your magic trick 
for IWS to look up a term in all of 
them with a single keystroke. By the 
third time you do this, your browser 
might seem a bit slower. Well, you 
have at least 36 tabs open! What to 
do? Just tell IWS to clean up after 
you by closing all the tabs after  
the search.

All in all, I think we all left feeling 
that, after a little bit of trial and 
error, we could certainly be more 
productive. Although a bit rushed, 
no questions were left unanswered. 
On my end, I applied myself and 
created a list with my shortcuts, 
which I use every day now.

Whether I am much faster or  
not is still questionable because, at 
present, the time I save with IWS is 
subsequently lost looking for the 
right shortcut. But I’m positive this 
will change once my fingers learn 
the little dance, redirecting me 
straight to all those words that have 
a story to tell.

Carolina Casado Parras is an 
EN/FR>ES translator working in 
creative fields. You can find her on 
www.vibrantwordstranslations.com 
or on Twitter @VibrantWordsT
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THE NUTS 
AND BOLTS OF 

SPECIALISATION

As a self-confessed CPD 
addict and enthusiastic 
member of the ITI 
London Regional Group, 

the November event on ‘The Nuts 
and Bolts of Technical Translation’ at 
the University of Westminster was 
always going to appeal to me. What 
made this item on the LRG calendar 
all the more exciting was that I had 
missed Stephen Powley deliver a 

similar talk at the ITI Conference 
in Cardiff back in May, having 
selected another parallel session 
on the programme. I had been left 
feeling jealous as I listened to the 
glowing reviews from the audience 
streaming out of the next-door 
room, so now was my chance to see 
what the fuss was all about!

Each workshop participant to 
walk into the seminar room at the 

impressive building on Regent 
Street was assigned a number to 
ensure that there was a balanced 
mix of practising translators and 
students in each of the groups 
for the practical exercises. After 
getting to know our new-found 
friends and collaborators for the 
evening, Stephen made a start on 
his presentation. At this point, I 
should say that all of the content 
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On 23 November 2017, Stephen Powley delivered a workshop on the importance of 
specialisation and expert knowledge for the modern translator. 

Fiona Gray reports
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Reviews of recent events
covered throughout the session was 
delivered in a refreshingly engaging 
way. I was honestly impressed by 
Stephen as a speaker and, if you ask 
me, it would have been impossible 
to walk away from the event without 
feeling inspired.

The first slide outlined the 
proposition, which was to become 
an expert translator within your 
chosen sector with a view to 
safeguarding your business and 
remaining relevant. Sounds pretty 
good, doesn’t it? But how could we 
possibly go about achieving that? 
Luckily, Stephen was on hand to 
guide us through the process, which 
involves building on our knowledge, 
skills, and reputation while offering 
our services at the right price 
and quality. After we looked at 
a FIT Position Paper stating that 
“specialisation […] will be essential 
for a successful career in the 
translation industry”, I was hooked 
and ready to find out more.

Defining expertise
Stephen took us through a number 
of the definitions at the heart of our 
mission, including ‘expert’, ‘technical 
translations’, and ‘specialisation’. 
Breaking the components down 
like this was an effective way of 
really getting to grips with the steps 
required to become an expert 
technical translator. The fact that 
you can be an expert in more than 
one thing and, indeed, that you can 
specialise without being an expert 
made the end goal seem even more 
attractive, as well as that little bit 
more attainable. Knowledge is the 
key we need to unlock our futures 
as specialists. 

After considering the many 
reasons for specialising in greater 
detail, it was time to consider the 
habits we would need to adopt 
in our new roles as experts. Don’t 
guess; know your audience; always 

submit queries; restructure for 
readability; cultivate relationships of 
trust; ensure consistency; use a style 
guide… the list of useful practical 
tips went on! Expert translators are 
clear, precise, unambiguous, and 
concise in their communications. 
Beyond this, Stephen also offered 
some suggestions on other ways 
to work effectively and efficiently, 
such as by being tidy and organised 
with our housekeeping; recording 
all the details about each project; 
using multiple translation memories 
within CAT tools; and building our 
own glossaries to be used alongside 
those provided by our clients.

It was then over to us to take part 
in a terminology quiz called ‘Name 

that fastener’, which was a fun (and 
arguably impossible) challenge 
that highlighted just how difficult 
it can be to find the perfect way 
to translate a source term into our 
target language. Safe to say, I was 
not among the four top scorers who 
went on to compete in a tiebreaker 
round in a bid to get their hands on 
a rather fancy-looking notebook.

The final part of Stephen’s 
presentation was a frankly incredible 
summary of the various ways we can 
become experts. We could all feel a 
little smug at this point, as we were 
fulfilling some of the criteria just by 
attending the event itself (nurture 
professional networks, go to 
conferences, and so on). One major 
point that caught my attention was 

that in order to become an expert, 
it is important to position yourself 
as such.

Luckily, Stephen went on to share 
tips on how we can sell ourselves in 
this way and this led to discussions 
on our personal brands, social 
media channels, websites, and 
content marketing efforts. 

Research exercise
The evening concluded with 
a group technical terminology 
research exercise, using the 
ISO-affiliated webstores for our 
languages. The sub-groups – who 
had experienced varying degrees 
of success and/or frustration – 
reported back to the room and 
the general conclusion was that 
even the Standards cannot agree 
on a standard translation. It was 
an enlightening activity and the 
subsequent discussion certainly 
got me thinking about the benefits 
of using different resources in 
my research. For example, based 
on a couple of enthusiastic 
recommendations, I plan to start 
relying more on image searches 
going forward!

All the way through his talk on 
positioning yourself as an expert, 
Stephen Powley himself did just 
that. His presentation was full 
of practical advice and a clear 
methodology that we can all aim 
to use in our quest to specialise as 
translators. I, for one, am setting out 
to follow in Stephen’s footsteps and 
I hope you are feeling inspired to 
do the same!

Fiona Gray MITI is the Director  
of Grayscale Translations Limited 
(www.grayscaletranslations.
co.uk). She translates from 
German into English, specialising 
in marketing and business texts. 
Contact her on Twitter  
@GrayscaleTR
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As darkness falls, put on 
your finest clothes and 
set out into London’s 
fairy-tale streets. 

Follow the lights of Westminster, 
Kensington, and Chelsea until 
the Christmas tree. Here, turn 
right and continue on until you 
happen upon a quiet little street. 
Pass under the arch and search 
for the star. Its light will show you 
a cosy little tavern. Push open the 
door, squeeze past the merry 
locals, and make your way up the 
creaky wooden stairs. Thereupon 
you shall be welcomed into 
the warmth and friendship of 
London’s finest word magicians. 
A cup of mulled wine, rich in 
Christmas spice, will announce that 
on this sixth day of December, the 
season has truly begun. 

This is how the invitation to 
our Christmas party and AGM 
could have read and those 
attending it would not have been 
disappointed. The room was 
already quite busy when I arrived 
but by the time the Chair called 
us to order for the AGM, there 
was standing room only. Members 
were obviously keen to hear 
about all that had been going on 

in the past year, to catch up with 
old colleagues, and find out about 
some of the new ones.

AGM agenda
For those of you who weren’t 
at this year's gathering, here’s a 
quick rundown of the main points 
discussed at the LRG AGM. The 
Group Chair, Pamela Mayorcas, 
began by giving a brief report on 
the year’s activities, highlighting 
that there were no less than 12 
events held in 2017, with two 
confirmed for the beginning 
of 2018. Pamela then invited 
members to register their interest 
in a list of future events proposed 

by the Committee by filling in 
the prepared Google sheet, the 
link to which was circulated on 
the Yahoo Group. With regard to 
membership, it was agreed that 
the yearly fee should remain at 
£10, as this continued to represent 
excellent value for money.

During the customary year-end 
vote for Committee Members, 
Rebecca Hendry was welcomed 
as the new Membership Secretary. 
Attention then turned to the  
LRG’s annual charitable 
contribution, with the members 
present voting for Crisis UK, which 
is dedicated to helping homeless 
people and which organises 
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CHRISTMAS 
CHEER

On 6 December 2017, LRG members gathered for the annual AGM and Christmas party to 
celebrate the year past and look forward to what 2018 had to bring. 

Claire Selden reports
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7-day residential shelters over 
Christmas.

Rounding off the AGM, it 
was noted that the unfortunate 
closure of the Devereux pub had 
meant that the Committee were 
on the lookout for a new venue 
for its social and CPD events. 
Members were urged to contact 
the Committee if they knew of any 
other pubs with a private room 
that could host 15 to 40 people 
for upcoming events in 2018.

Tucking in
Once the business side of the 
meeting was over, it was time 
for the all-important buffet and 
chat. I became immersed in an 
interesting conversation about 
coffee and yoga in Colombia and 
so by the time I got over to the 
food, quite a lot of it was gone, 
which I took to be a good sign. 

I wasn’t disappointed and so, 
with space at a premium, I laid 
claim to a spot where I could keep 
refilling my plate with sandwiches, 
brioche buns, dip, and samosas to 
my heart’s content.

Meanwhile, small groups formed 
for another opportunity to 
practise the art of balancing your 
drink, holding your plate, and 
contributing to the conversation 
while avoiding spilling anything 
over other guests.

As this was only my second LRG 
event, it was good to put some 
faces to the names that I had seen 
crop up on the Yahoo Group. It 
was also a pleasure to meet in 

person several members from the 
Twittersphere, even if it did make 
for an odd awkward beginning to 
the conversation, as I felt I knew 

the person but had no idea if they 
knew who I was. One conversation 
that particularly stood out to 
me was about the Elia Together 
Conference. The Conference 
brings together both agencies and 
freelancers and therefore provides 
an excellent opportunity not only 
to learn through the seminars but 
also to meet potential clients. It 
was great to hear about some 
first-hand experiences and to learn 
that a couple of LRG members 
will be speaking at this year’s 
event. I continued meandering 
from group to group and happily 
caught colleagues sharing their 
advice and discussing everything 
from CAT tools to life in London.

As the networking continued 
apace, the mince pies made an 
appearance, reminding us that 
Christmas would soon be upon 
us. All in all, it was a thoroughly 
enjoyable evening and I am very 
grateful to the Committee and 
the team at The Star Tavern for 
organising such a lovely event.

Claire Selden, known to some as 
the coffee translator, works from 
French and Spanish into English. In 
addition to coffee, she translates 
texts on agricultural commodities, 
sustainability, and international 
development. You can follow her 
on Twitter (@ClaireSelden) and 
Instagram (@claire__selden)

As the networking 
continued apace,  

the mince pies  
made an appearance, 

reminding us that 
Christmas would  
soon be upon us
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LRG Member interview

Vasiliki Prestidge
In this issue, we caught up with LRG member  
Vasiliki Prestidge about her experiences as a translator

Tell us a little bit about your background. 

I was born in Cyprus but raised both in Greece and Cyprus. 
After a BA in English and Masters in Business Translation 
and Interpreting, I continued training as a language 
professional. I attended short courses on endangered 
language documentation, audiovisual translation, and video 
game localisation. So far, in my career, I’ve held the roles 
of EFL Teacher, Web Editor, QA Localisation Tester, Phone 
App Localiser, and Translation Project Manager. I am now 
focusing more on translation and translation consultancy.

When did you first become interested  
in languages?  

It was probably at some point during my childhood. 
What I remember is visiting England and 
spending an entire summer with family here. 
During dinner, one evening, my uncle 
said to me that I have a real talent for 
languages and that I’ve become “quite 
the little linguist”. The memory of BBC 
Radio 3, cheese and pickle sandwiches, 
and driving through the country on 
a Sunday afternoon did something 
to me. When I went back to Greece, I 
couldn’t stop talking about England and 
how everything was much better here 
compared to Greece. I was 7 and in love 
with everything English: the language, the 
countryside, and the people.

When did you decide to pursue a career in translation 
or interpreting?

It was in 2009 when I was approached by a PhD student 
who was campaigning for the Books4Vijenca project. I was 
asked to translate a letter from English into Greek asking for 
books to be donated to the Library of Vijenca in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. The library was burnt down during conflict 
and the collections were lost in the fire. The letter was 
translated into several languages and then sent to various 
educational institutions around the world. The project was 
so inspirational. For the first time, I realised the power of 
words and how my ability to translate could help make the 
world a better place – such a romantic! At the time, I was 
living in the Czech Republic as an Erasmus student. When 
Erasmus finished, I went back to Greece for my final year 
and it was then that I chose to specialise in translation.

Have you been to any interesting translation events 
recently?

Yes! I attended ‘In from the cold: Northern Noir’. The 
event took place at Europe House and involved attending 
a workshop on translating fiction delivered by literary 
translator Don Bartlett, who has translated Jo Nesbø and 
Karl Ove Knausgård. The most interesting part was the 
discussion around copyright in translation.

On 2 February, I was at the same venue attending 
‘Unlocking the Black Box of Translators' Eyes and Mind’. 
This event was about what happens inside our brain during 
translation and how perhaps we can use this evidence-
based information to influence policy.

What kind of projects have you been working on 
recently?

I’ve been working on a lot of official documents as 
more and more British individuals of Greek 

descent want to naturalise as Greek citizens. 
However, the most interesting project I 

worked on in 2017 was the adaptation of a 
long list of inspirational words into Greek. 
The translated words were projected 
onto the walls of a theatre in LA during 
a very popular film festival. The idea 
was to express how art unites people 
from various different backgrounds 

and inspires them to tell stories that will, 
in their turn, motivate, empower, and 

influence audiences. It felt great being part 
of such a project.

What are your plans for the future?
 

I’ve recently become a Chartered Linguist and I am now 
running as a candidate for Member of Council for the 
Chartered Institute of Linguists. I am also a member of the 
Panhellenic Association of Translators and member of their 
European Work team which is a team of Europe-based 
translators working together to improve standards for 
language professionals. So, I hope that holding these roles 
and working together with my colleagues will help me give 
something back to our industry and try, as much as I can, to 
improve our profession for everyone. 

Vasiliki is a translator and translation consultant. 
She works mainly from English and French into 
Greek specialising in business, marketing, tourism, 
psychometrics, and official documents. Contact her  
at www.grtome.com or on Twitter @Greek_to_me
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AROUND THE 
WEB

Your regular digest of the top translation, interpreting, and  
language-related news on the Net

"Scrambled in translation? Norway Olympics team orders 
15,000 eggs by mistake"

The Guardian (bit.ly/2FXjUF7) 

This Olympics team has been left with egg on its face.  
Have you also had un oeuf of machine translation? 

"Arrested for Translation: Japan Detains Five Chinese Nationals 
for Pirate Translation"
Slator (bit.ly/2GPUdHQ)

Volunteer translators of Japanese manga and games have 
been arrested for localizing media without permission.

"The Shallowness of Google Translate"
The Atlantic (theatln.tc/2nrxngN) 

 
This interesting piece ponders the notion that machine 

translation has not, as yet, been understanding-focussed, 
but rather geared towards decoding.

"Why menu translations go terribly wrong"
Atlas Obscura (bit.ly/2na7R0q)
 
Translator Emily Monaco delves into the weird and wonderful 
world of culinary translation, referencing some rib-tickling 
translation howlers along the way.

"'S********' remark by Trump makes global headlines – but it 
doesn't quite translate"

The Guardian (bit.ly/2FDcebJ)

This article looks at how reporters in different countries 
opted to render Trump's recent offensive comments.

http://bit.ly/2FXjUF7
http://bit.ly/2GPUdHQ
http://theatln.tc/2nrxngN
http://bit.ly/2na7R0q
http://bit.ly/2FDcebJ


LRG Committee contacts

Chairman & ITI Liaison
Pamela Mayorcas                        
translation@mayorcas.eu 

Treasurer
Oliver Walter                               
translator@owalter.co.uk

Membership Secretary
Rebecca Hendry                                   
rebecca@rebeccahendry.co.uk
 
Webmaster
Daniela Ford                                   
dford@softrans-ltd.com 

Newsletter Editor
Nicholas Nicou                                  
n.nicou@outlook.com

Interpreters' Representatives
Lorna Sandler                          
adept.LRS@btinternet.com 

Débora Chobanian 
dchob@hotmail.co.uk

Publicity Officer
Nathalie Reis                                      
n.reis@btinternet.com

Events Secretary
Marta Prieto
events.iti.lrg@gmail.com

Events Liaison
Maria Cecilia Lipovsek
mcl@mclinterpreting.com

Minutes Secretary
Pat Wheeler                                  
pmlwheeler@gmail.com

IT adviser
Peter Linton                                
peter@lintononline.co.uk

Dates for your Diary

Wednesday,  
21 February 2018 
18:30 for 19:00

Spotlight on PSI plus the dos and don'ts of Public Service 
Interpreting
Venue: University of Westminster, Regent Street, London W1B 2HW –  
Room UB04
Travel: Oxford Circus and buses along Oxford Street 
Cost: Free for LRG members; £5 for non-members (UoW students book with 
Lindsay Bywood)

Stephen Bishop, Executive Director of the NRPSI (National Register for Public 
Service Interpreters) will talk about the work of the NRPSI and the support 
offered by the Register, and Katrina Mayfield, Conference and Public Service 
Interpreter and Consultant, will discuss some of the dos and don’ts of public 
service interpreting and her experience with the Cambridgeshire Constabulary 
Video Project.

Full details available on page 2. To book, visit: bit.ly/2CcdAri

Thursday,  
22 March 2018 
18:00 for 18:30  
to 21:00

Meet the Client
Venue: University of Westminster, 115 New Cavendish Street, London,  
W1W 6UW
Travel: Great Portland St, Goodge St, Oxford Circus, Tottenham Court Rd
Cost: £10 LRG members; £15 non-LRG members; £5 non-UoW students; Free 
for UoW students (please book with Lindsay Bywood)

Representatives from Surrey Translation Bureau, John Venn, Dora Wirth, 
OneCall, and EuroLondon Appointments will share advice on how best to 
approach work providers, how to present a CV, and which languages and 
subject specialisations are most in demand. 

Full details available on page 2. To book, visit: bit.ly/2soO820

The views expressed in authored articles are those of the writer(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the LRG or its Committee.
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